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Inside Friday
In the jungles of South Bend

For the rest of the city, the campus included it was just another doing nothing night in the Bend. But in the lounge of the Shang-Hai, the boys were excited. "We want 'em!" the girls would say there is no party in the social in South Bend, and I for one would take exception. Here was culture at its best, so cultural in fact a cultural anthropologist said: "I have had a "field" day with it. This recently developed cultural rites? the wet t-shirt contest had arrived here in Middle America and that alone could not be validated, having been blessed in the mainstream.

And they were all there. There were, to be sure, not many and those who were there were veterans of other, more exotic contests in more exotic places. For three years, the chant "Skin to Win" was an incantation given in sacred earnest.

The original source was there, some with girlfriends who jawed and joshed and golly-geed all the way through the festivities, and some of whom took the competition with the deadly seriousness one normally associates with 4-H Fair gatherings. The folks from the provinces had come in their pickups, ready for some real good like at the slicked-down city bodios. Hell yeah. Wooo hoo!

And the cops. The cops were there to preserve the fine distinction between bare skin and a wet t-shirt. For my part, I was glad there was an authorized representative of society present. For the morality of our society, and not, especially, authorized to bust on the basis of taste.

For those of you who have never seen a wet t-shirt contest, I tell you they are most edifying. They tax your mental faculties. It is basic American culture, only without the irrelevant stuff (no one, for instance, asks the young ladies how they feel about Mom and the American Way). There is none of the sultry, den-of-iniquity type atmospheres one gets rejected these many mass meetings. Instead, the atmosphere is more of going through the motions, shouting here, whistling there, playing the animal role generically. The mood among the males is similar to that of the tribe of Yamamoto when they beat their chests (and their wives) in the middle of a village street. The distinction, of course, is one of sophistication: we are civilized, they are barbarians.

Ah, but the mood among the females of which there were quite a few, was more ingratiating. The women could be generally divided into two groups: those who screamed louder than the men, and those who attended but of bemused curiosity. In the vast majority there were anything being this mess is a question one could ask, but the more appropriate question would be 'why was anybody here anyway?'

And why, you may ask, was I there? My sacred duties as the author of all things mysterious. Darest question dumb? When I was told that I'd be covering savages making sacrifices out of one of their own, I naturally prepared myself for the jungles.

But the Shang Hai is not a jungle: except on wet t-shirt night. Unless you've been there since 8:30, be prepared to stand and fend for your parts.

And be prepared to be assaulted by an emcee who, were he not so offensive, might be described simply a simpleton. "OK you animals, calm down," he chattered to animals who were already "calm." When the women arrived from pool he simply chewed his gum and growled into the microphone. "Contestant number one: Mary!!"

Now there is something embarrassing about another human embarrassment. She walked across the room, her gait best described as the graceful slink of a model doing her under uncertain conditions. Her eyes, in trying to avert those of the crowd, glanced toward the ground. She lifted the edge of her nose, across her chin, and on to...

She ended up finding the eyes of the crowd preferable. Contestants two, three and four paraded in front of the hooting crowd in similar fashion. After each entered the room the crowd clapped and yelled. The red-faced winner, contestant number three, had expected $50 and a trip to Florida to participate in yet another wet t-shirt competition. Instead she got $25 and a trip business, it seems, was so good that sponsors decided to continue the contest indefinitely--much to the apparent relief of contestants in their party.

And who ever said there nothing to do on a Tuesday night in the Bend?

-----
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SmC, ND exchange creates enjoyable social atmosphere

by Mary Agnes Carey

For many of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students participating in the co-exchange class program, taking a course at another institution is a refreshing experience.

Notre Dame senior Vince Bork took class at SMC for "a change of environment." According to Bork, the shuttle service does "a good job, but I usually walk to class." I enjoy the course material and I'm learning a lot from the experience," he said. The St. Mary's campus is a different setting," Bork said.

SMC junior Kathy Cahill has taken a course at ND every semester since the fall of 1970 when she was a resident advisor. "Although I was asked to take a course in human relations (only offered at Notre Dame) to accompany my resident advisor training, I also enjoy the change in atmosphere," she stated. According to ND Registrar Rick Sullivan, the program began in 1964 and student participation peaked in the early 1970's. "Although there is an official limit of 3,000 credit hours per institution, student participation in the program has stabilized at 1,500 credit hours. Saint Mary's student can register for any course at Notre Dame unless the course is already closed to Notre Dame students outside the department offering the course, or if the student does not fulfill the prerequisites for the course," Sullivan explained.

Senior Francesca Kennedy, Saint Mary's registrar, stated that ND students currently take 1,500 credit hours at St. Mary's and that any course are open to ND students unless the courses are previously closed by majors within the department. "St. Mary's students may take an unlimited amount of electives at Notre Dame, but must first check with their advisor to make sure they have fulfilled their core requirements," Kennedy said.

We don't, however, encourage students to take consecutive courses on different campuses (for example, one course at SMC immediately followed by a class at ND) because that usually causes shuttle problems. We wish more people would avail themselves of the opportunity to take classes at Notre Dame and often suggest that a student take two classes at ND as long as she's already on campus," Kennedy commented.

Kathie Zurkowski, a SMC junior majoring in both English and Education, enrolled in an ND class 'to get a taste of the Notre Dame English department...More emphasis is placed on lecture-oriented classes than at St. Mary's, but I feel the academic demands of both departments are pretty similar," Zurkowski said.
...Anderson V.P.

(continued from page 1)

...Crime

(continued from page 1)

on LaSalle Street, Lucey re-
minded volunteers that "all we
have to do is get 40 percent of the
vote" in the state, as long as
Reagan and Carter split the
remaining 60 percent, "so we're
in a do-able situation."

In his press conference,
Lucey remarked that Sunday's
debate with Reagan was "the
first time that many Americans
could view John Anderson," and
he added that a "tremendous"
crowd greeted the two
men in Chicago earlier this
week, and Anderson's press
campaign had doubled. Cur-
osiously, no national press has
been assigned to follow Lucey.
Lucey also commented that
"an Anderson victory would not
mean the demise of the
party system, but would instead
serve to put 'the manipulators
first time that many Americans
dent and he added that a debate with Reagan was "the
situation."

Fr. Ted Hesburgh listens intently to Vice President candidate Patrick Lucey in Washington Hall yesterday.
PHOTO BY John Macor

Quad hosts block bash

by Mike O'Brien

Several hall presidents, in co-
operation with the Student
Union, plan tonight to tempo-
rary quiet students complaints
about problems with ND social
space by staging a block bash in
the University's largest party
room...the North Quad.
The party, scheduled to begin at
9 p.m., will feature free hotdogs,
soda, munchies, music, and dan-
cing, and admission is free.
Student Union Director Rich
Coppolla reported that the party
was the brainchild of Lewis Hall
president Maureen Mara and
Cavanaugh Hall executive Tom
Ahearn, who presented the idea
to the HPC and eventually the
Student Union. Coppolla said the only events
similar to the block party which
he has heard of occurred several
years ago on the bookstore
basketball courts.
The cost of the affair, estimated
by Coppolla at about $900, will
be paid by the Student Union
and the ten North Quad dorms
who are its co-sponsors. Hall
volunteers will also perform
clean-up chores at the event's 1
a.m. completion.

It's for YOU!

If you haven't yet con-
sidered a career in the
communications industry, pause
a moment and reflect on the
world's dependency on communi-
cations. Then consider the major role communications will play
in the era of the Informational Society
we now entering. Then welcome the
opportunity to be a part of the
future...today, with some 4,200
other employees of

UNITED TELEPHONE
COMPANY OF OHIO

If a career in communications interests you, contact your Placement
Office for information on our recruiting dates or send your
resume to Personnel Department, United Telephone Company
of Ohio, 665 Lexington Avenue, Mansfield, Ohio 44907.
League invites candidates to debate issues

'Sit Down 36' opens tonight

"Sit-Down '36", a documentary play by Miles Cohen focusing on the 1936 Bendix sit-down strike, will open tonight, Sept. 26, at 7:00 p.m. in the Bendix Theatre, Century Center. Victor Reuther, UAW organizer will speak following the play at 8:30. Music will be provided by the Tar Bottom Band. Admission is free.

"The Union Makers", a photographic exhibition by Mark A. Kelly which depicts the history of the local labor movement, will be displayed in Discovery Hall, Century Center through Sept. 30. This will be the final showing of the play which was also performed on Labor Day this year. The play is sponsored by the Machinists Oral History Project at Indiana University at South Bend. Additional funds came from the Indiana Committee for the Humanities and the National Endowment for the Humanities.

For more information, contact Prof. Janet Weaver at the IUSB History Department or Call Marianne Murphy at 234-0314.

SMC receives check for library

Saint Mary's President John M. Duggan received a check on Wednesday for $5.5 million from Philip J. Faccenda, chairman of the Indiana Educational Facilities Authority. The money, generated from the sale of bonds, will be used to finance the construction to the College's new library.

The bonds, given an AA rating by Moody's Investors Service, were purchased by the underwriting company John Noven and Co. of Chicago. Also included as participants in the underwriting were Traph and Co., and City Securities Corporation. College fundraising efforts are well underway, and the money generated will be used to retire existing bonds.

Groundbreaking ceremonies for the library will be held on Friday, October 17 at 11 a.m. and will coincide with the College's fall meeting of the Board of Regents.

WASHINGTON (AP) -- The League of Women Voters on Wednesday invited President Carter and Ronald Reagan to a face-to-face debate without in independent presidential candidate John B. Anderson. It was a proposal likely to appeal to Carter, but a top Reagan advisor said the GOP nominee was unlikely to accept. An Anderson aide expressed disappointment.

In a telegram to the candidates, the League proposed a package of two debates, the first a Reagan/Carter affair the week of Oct. 12, and then a three-way encounter to include Anderson during the week of Oct. 26.

Ruth Hinerfeld, president of the League, said the compromise was being offered in an effort to provide the American people with some debates in which all three of the leading contenders could be seen.

James Baker III, a top Reagan campaign strategist, said the Republican candidate was unlikely to accept the invitation and added that he thought the league was "suck­umbing to White House pres­sure."

Reagan, questioned by reporters after delivering a speech in San Francisco, said, "Nothing has changed in this situation that I know of."

Asked when a decision might be forthcoming, he replied, "THAT WOULD HAVE TO COME FROM THE OTHER SIDE.

Anderson spokesman Michael Rothbaum said, "We are disappointed that the League changed its position and that it is trying to appease the White House. We still want to meet Jimmy Carter."

Mrs. Hinerfeld said the series, which would include a vice-presidential debate next week, was part of a package deal and "under no circum­stances" would the league in­clude candidates who did not participate in at least one multi-candidate debate in the series.

The package unveiled by Mrs. Hinerfeld at a news conference would begin with a vice-presidential debate tenta­tively set for Louisville, Ky., next Thursday. She said invi­tations were extended to Vice President Walter F. Mondale, Republican vice presidential nominee George Bush and Anderson's running mate, for­mer Wisconsin Gov. Patrick Lucey.

Lucey immediately accepted the invitation to debate.

The Carter/Reagan debate would be held during the week of Oct. 12, and a debate among Carter, Reagan and Anderson would be held during the week of Oct. 25.

Mrs. Hinerfeld said that Reagan negotiators had exper­essed interest in continuing the series only on a round-robin basis, but that the League is hoping the new arrangement will not be rejected.

She also said Carter's repre­sentatives "were not negative" when approached with the idea, but that the league, but that the league had received no formal answers from any of the can­didates.

"WHEN YOU SHOOT A LOTTA POOL IN BARS, THE ONLY THING YOU WANT FILLED UP ARE YOUR POCKETS."

Steve Mizeran, Famous Pool Player

LITE BEER FROM MILLER: EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED IN A BEER. AND LESS.
Masking Fears in 'He Who Gets Slapped'

Anne Sloots

The usher invites the audience to join behind the mask and thus opens the 1968 ND/SMC Theatre season. "I got the idea for my production He Who Gets Slapped by Leonid Andreyev, opens tonight at O', Laughlin's. I myself will become a part of the production in that everyone already belongs to the circus.

He Who Gets Slapped is about a circus, figuratively and literally. The characters are members of a circus who are just that because they find it a secure microcosm of the real world. Their masks allow them to provide us with a picture of what they are making themselves.

The play is enhanced by others who feel for Consuelo and themselves. Alfred Beza (Tim Grothaus) Consuelo's trainer, is naturally vulnerable and finds the circus and becomes the central character, a youth by the name of Clifford Peache. Chris O'Brien (fim Grothaus), a senior at Regis College in Colorado and eventually returned to Notre Dame in 1966 with his wife Georga, a graduate of Saint Mary's. He began teaching here that same year, which was the first year of our innovative Speech and Drama Dept. He prefers directing new plays (Follies '74, Just a Gigolo '72 and The Pilgrims) that meld the audience and stage. He Who Gets Slapped is a play in which the actors and audience share no different. We are all caught in a frustrating world from which we need to escape and that is why you are invited to join us behind the mask.

Anne Sloots, a junior at Notre Dame, is active in the Communic- auctes and Theater Department.

REEL REVIEWS

'Bodyguard' a Hit

Ryan Verkerkomes

breakdown—event that's grounds for suicide.

The title character is played by an unknown from New Winnetka, Illinois (who's alumni) including Matt Gabrielson, a recent graduate of Notre Dame and Currents.)

The film doesn't just deliver a chronicle of the little guy fighting back, it explores human relationships at a level usually untouched by modern film. The young Peaches efforts to break through Linderman's bulging exterior, and the eventual reversal of his turnabout within are particularly moving.
The Girl He Left Behind Him

Revered Robert Griffin

The evening would be remembered with happiness, like a gift when it isn’t your birthday. They spoke with hope of the lives that awaited them, and they believed in the thoughts they shared.

"You know," he said, "I never know whether to mention it. I’m dating a girl, but it only seems fair to do so.

She felt she was being prepared to hear news she would be afraid to hear. She held her breath in spontaneous defense. Better to say she was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis.

Her last name was a lie, but about the rest she’s not sure. She’s thought about becoming a priest, though she’s never really decided. Unlike a girl,” she thought in only fair, only I’m never sure that a girl wants to be a priest. I’m still thinking a little kid, I’ve thought about being a priest, or the priest’s wife, or the priest’s child. She’s always thought that was fair, she said, “not your birthday. They spoke with hope of the lives that awaited them, and they believed in the thoughts they shared.

I'm dating a girl, but it only seems fair to do so.

She felt she was being prepared to hear news she would be afraid to hear. She held her breath in spontaneous defense. Better to say she was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis.

"You know," he said, "I never know whether to mention it. I’m dating a girl, but it only seems fair to do so.

She felt she was being prepared to hear news she would be afraid to hear. She held her breath in spontaneous defense. Better to say she was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis.

"You know," he said, "I never know whether to mention it. I’m dating a girl, but it only seems fair to do so.

She felt she was being prepared to hear news she would be afraid to hear. She held her breath in spontaneous defense. Better to say she was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis.

"You know," he said, "I never know whether to mention it. I’m dating a girl, but it only seems fair to do so.

She felt she was being prepared to hear news she would be afraid to hear. She held her breath in spontaneous defense. Better to say she was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis. She was married, or turning gay, or the orphan of unmarried Nazis.
Dear Editor,

As I made my way from the Huddle to the library the other day, I was visually assaulted by the unsightly brick monument, William Pitt's Rank, in front of Stepan Chemistry Hall.

While the drawing of the building referred to last year did not fully show the effect it would have on the ground, it certainly preserved form it now takes. As the roof is raised above the fourth floor, the structure is fully realized.

Not being one to criticize unfinished projects, I felt a need to call attention to this one before it's too late. The Observer welcomes letters from its readers. Letters intended for publication must be typed, double spaced, and signed. To insure swift publication, the writer should include his/her phone number.

Michael Gonye
Patricia Kyne

P.S. Stepping into a mess at Stepan?

Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to the letter from several Alumni which appeared in The Observer on September 24. As a native Pittsburgher, I feel a pep rally held in the Dillon courtyard would be a waste of millions of dollars. A panel of graduate architects could probably come up with a better, more beautiful design for a building. (And for a lot less money).

Alex Severino

Dillon frosh answer Alumni criticism
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Alex Severino
Decontrol and abolition of DOE: Energy solutions

Jim Niehaus

I would like to use this column to respond to Paul Lewis's recent article on the United States' race for energy independence.

I certainly will not criticize Paul's article. I thought it was a clear, accurate, and perceptive description of the problem and possible solutions. However, I agree that we need to step up use of coal and nuclear power until the increase in fuel and solar power can take over. Fusion power is clearly the energy source of the future.

Still, we are faced with the problem of what to do until fusion and solar power will make us energy independent. Greater use of coal and fusion power is not the total answer. We must face the fact that even with conservation our consumption of gas and oil will increase. Still, we cannot afford to continue to buy as much oil as we do from OPEC, much less increase the amount.

The answer is simple. We must increase our control over the production of oil. Certainly, the energy industry is not producing near its potential and for this the government is clearly at fault.

Recent news in the section partit, closed or bustling bars, police who randomly visit off-limits and inadequate residence hall rooms, and the complete extermination of those haggling alcoholics (kegs); students have easily found numerous ways to mingle with their peers on an informal social basis.

Despite outlawed section parties, closed or bustling bars, police who randomly visit off-limits and inadequate residence hall rooms, and the complete extermination of those haggling alcoholics (kegs); students have easily found numerous ways to mingle with their peers on an informal social basis.

This past Monday evening for instance, I visited my old dorm, Planter, to engage in partying with increasing enthusiasm. The last time I was at a party there, the beer was flowing and half of the section looked like one of those Chicago hotel rooms after the Senior formal. But things have changed. Instead of kegs inside wardrobes, I found crates of plastic dishes. Instead of floor sticky with spilled beer, I found an elaborate display of kitchen and dining room utensils. And, instead of a rowdy, drunken crowd of Planterites, I found a pleasantly, although somewhat boring, crowd of college students socializing without alcohol.

"What's going on?" I asked.

"A superpower party," the crowd answered in unison.

"Want a cup of coffee?"

"Sure," I said, and immediately began to mingle and enjoy myself with any alcohol whatsoever. I had such a good time that I bought a frying pan and a salt shaker.

On Wednesday, I was invited over to Lewis for a get-together. Many times I had visited the hall only to be greeted by nostalgically drunken students, half crazed on keg-drawn beer. So it came as no surprise when I entered the party and saw gleaming metallic recepietals which can easily be tapped to dispense the evil hops and barley.

"Didn't you hear about the keg directive?" I asked my friend that evening.

"Of course," she answered.

"But these kegs are fit even for Dean Ronner and Glenn Terry to drink."

Well, naturally, I was taken aback. But she just pushed me towards the beer line and said, "see for yourself.

I amble up to the keg, plastic for myself. I amble up to the keg, plastic cup in hand. As I depressed the tap, a funny, dark brown substance spewed forth.

"Guinness dark," I asked my hostess.

"Taste it and see," she said.

I couldn't have been worse," I told my friend after being of the tragedy. It could be a little beer all over those walls instead of root beer. "Boy, are we lucky," she replied.

Finally, last night, I visited another friend at Augusta Hall over at Saint Mary's. Renowned for its wine and cheese parties, I was quite excited when I was asked to come over for the meeting.

But when I entered, there was no Colby, no Edam, no Cheddar, not even any wine. Only tea.

I had been invited to a tea party.

Now, I had been to a tea pull in years, but I had more fun that evening than I ever had at any Donnysson keggar or any off-campus orgy.

There was spearmint taffy and peppermint taffy, and for those who could stay late, licorice-flavored. Each one was perfectly tasty and everyone had a good time.

From these three examples, I think you can see that socially, there is plenty to do here at ND-SMC. All it takes is a little imagination and a repurcussion for alcohol.

Michael Onufrek
YOU NEED A
SOCIAL LIFE, TOO!

School is a lot of work - but it should also be a lot of fun!

We'll show you how to:
- Raise your grade point average, and have more free time for yourself.
- Read 3 to 10 times faster and with better comprehension.
- End all-night cramming sessions.
- Do all your studying in 1/3 the time it's now taking you.

Attend a Free Introductory Lesson
- Increase your reading speed dramatically on the spot.
- Learn about advanced study techniques.

Come spend an hour with us - and go have fun this weekend!

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

TODAY  3:30 and 7:00pm
SATURDAY  12:30pm

A.C.C. ROOM C-129

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS
The Observer
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Campus

Friday, September 26, 1980
12:15pm - faculty preview, "early english drama" 242 o'laghin
5:15pm - mass, bulla shed.
7:9, 11pm - film, "manhattan" engineering aud.
7:9, 11pm - film, "moonlight" engineering aud.
9pm - party, a block party, north quad.
10pm - nazz, dan osborn.
11pm - nazz, n.d. jazz combo.

Saturday, September 27, 1980
9pm - nazz, gang of four.
8pm - play, fridays, september 26, 7,9,11pm 6:30pm-1:30pm 11pm - nazz, n.d. jazz and at the morris civic box office

Tickets can be purchased in advance at river city records and at the morris civic box office for $6.00 and $4.00.

Is Orion Really Elvis?

Orion will be at the Morris Civic Auditorium - Sept 27th 7:30 pm
This is a benefit for the salvation army christmas fund
Tickets can be purchased in advance at river city records and at the morris civic box office for $6.00 and $4.00.

Captive to discuss army careers

Captain Gary Placek will be on campus on Monday, sept. 29 from 8a.m. to 5p.m. to discuss army medical careers and scholarships. Any student interested in speaking to captain Placek should call 83-6365 or 7332 for an appointment.

Molarity

Peanuts

Michael Molinelli

Charles Schulz

The Daily Crossword
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MASS followed by supper every FRIDAY at the

5:15 pm
Belles down Tri-State in five sets

The 4-0 record with which the club came out of the round robin tournament was not at all indicative of the girls' play. "We played very well against Kellogg Community College. They were the home team, and are the defending National Junior-Community College Athletic Association champions, and we lost two well-played games to them, 9-15 and 11-15," Murphy said.

"Overall, I was very pleased with the way that the girls played," she said. "We had only been practicing for two weeks, and I used them at a lot of positions that they weren't accustomed to."

Murphy had additional praise for co-captain Walters. "On a team with not seniors, she was a very steadying influence. She provided some level headed leadership, both offensively and defensively.

"Our other co-captain, Marie-anne Viola, broke her thumb in warm-ups, and she will be out for three to four weeks. She was a very valuable part of our team, and we are really feeling the loss. That means that we have to count on Terri even more and she really came through for us.

The coach says that she has a very impressive group of rook- ies this season, as well. One of those rookies is Loret Haney, in whom Murphy said she hopes to find leadership this year.

"Loret played for the North Carolina state champions for three straight years in high school. She has got a lot of experience. She is one of our top players very quickly," Murphy said.

For their next match, the Belles will travel Tuesday to Purdue-Central for a tri-meet with Fort Wayne.

Bridget's presents
TGIF 60's HAPPY HOUR
friday 3-7
2 for 1 bar drinks $1.00 off pitchers
$0.25 off all beer
wear your mini skirts, love beads & peace signs

Doc. Pierce's Restaurant
The Best in Aged Steaks
120 N. Main Street
Downtown Mishawaka 255-7737
lunch 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
dinner 5:00 p.m.
closed Sundays & Holidays

Doc's Pierce's Restaurant
The Best in Aged Steaks
120 N. Main Street
Downtown Mishawaka 255-7737
for reservations
lunch 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
dinner 5:00 p.m.
closed Sundays & Holidays

HUGE YARD & BAKE SALE
this saturday
sept. 27 & 28 & sunday
at 535 E. Napoleon
Blvd. So. Bend
(10am-5pm)

...Irish

(continued from page 16)
knows his limitation," Gallo said. "Siler is a good number two from the shoulders up he's the smartest ball player on the club.

Siler is 6-4 in spot duty this fall. Spring Harbor College is seri- ous about its baseball program taking a traditional fall trip to Hawaii.

"They are a scrappy ball club and if given an opportunity will take advantage of it," Gallo said.

Lewis University is a perennial power in the National Associa- tion of Intercollegiate Athletics having finished runner-up in last season's NAIA championship. The three previous seasons Lewis won the championship. Lewis was 0-6-13 last season and head coach Irish O'Reilly returns 13 lettermen from that club.

"Lewin has an good a baseball team as any in the Midwest," Gallo concluded.

SMC tennis takes to road

by Detrude Grant

The St. Mary's tennis team, a 6-3 loser to Notre Dame Monday afternoon, feels nothing but op- timistic as it plods ahead with two matches coming up. The Belles take to the road for a match with archrival DePauw to start the weekend. Coach Ginger Oakman's team finishes the weekend by competing in the Irish invitational Saturday and Monday.

"It is going to be difficult to carry momentum through such a long series of matches," said sophomore Jan Durvich. "But we have been working hard and should be ready to take them all on. We all have great expecta- tions.

Patty Coash was the lone singles winner for St. Mary's against the Irish Monday while the Belles took two of the three doubles matches.

"Notre Dame outplayed us in some areas," said Oakman. "But I was pleased with our girls. I'm happy with the progress the team has shown- their great attitude and hard work are all contributing."

"We face a very tough string of matches over the next few days, so it is imperative that we remain enthusiastic and develop momentum."
Irish women suffer two straight losses

by Kelley Sullivcn
Women's Sports Editor

Notre Dame's women's volleyball team has suffered two straight losses before posting its first victory of the young season Monday night in a triangular match at Valparaiso. The Irish lost to the home school 9-13, 13-15, then came back to defeat Purdue-Calumet 12-15, 15-12, 15-11. Last week, the squad was beaten in its season opener at Tri-State College, bringing their ledger to 1-2.

Head coach Sandy Vanslager was not overly concerned with the two losses, citing minor errors with fundamentals as the squad's main problem. "The overall team effort was excellent," she stated. "Experience will eliminate our mistakes."

"Our girls played well that I feel we don't need to get 15 points to be considered," Vanslager said. "We've proved to ourselves that we wanted to win bad enough." Notre Dame's next match is on October 6th against Division I powerhouse Indiana State. Vanslager expects a tough contest, saying it would take almost flawless play to defeat the Sycamores.

"If the girls can keep their level of performance up they can win. We've proven a lot to ourselves this week and we're psyched up."

After all, Notre Dame hasn't had a real good baseball history the past few years. However, I do think that our record was good enough and that we could really compete with some of the teams in the tournament."

Irish ace

Deasey paces ND pitchers

by Mike Olenick
Sports Writer

Off a record-setting 29-8 season last year, Coach Larry Deasey and his Irish baseball team are aiming for another possible 30-8 performance for the Irish baseball team. One thing is sure, it seems to already be answered. Deasey, a 6-3, 2.39 ERA, will be called upon by Gallo to improve on his already known pitching.

The significance of the fall season for a pitcher, that means new techniques and developing a new pitch or two.

The victory over Purdue-Cal has the Irish a much needed victory over their nemesis, a game that has seen six out of eight decisions while rolling up a Disco 2.39 ERA.

The Irish showing a 4-0 record thus far this fall, it appears that Gallo's club is determined to prove that last year's accomplishments are only a beginning for the program. Deasey himself shows a growing confidence already. 'I think the whole program has turned around drastically,' he states. "We have many quality ballplayers once again this year. The feeling is definitely there, so I think the key will be pitching."

Considering the relative insignificance of the fall season for post-season purposes, it would follow that most players would spend the few games to work on new techniques and consistency. For a pitcher, that means developing a new pitch or working on hitting the strike zone more proficiently. Deasey takes full advantage of both opportunities.

"Right now, I'm working on getting a good slider," he says. "I've done pretty well with it, but I've got to learn to keep it down a little more."

Another thing I'm concentrating on this fall," adds Deasey, "is to get better control and to gain some more confidence."

Besides experimenting with the slider, Deasey continues to work on his best pitch—the fastball. The effectiveness of this pitch is based on both location in the strike zone and the pitches he sets it up with. "Basically I'm a fastball pitcher," explains Deasey, "but I'll set up the fastball with my curve or change-up. Coach Gallo always has told me to go with my strengths in key situations, so I usually do rely on my fastball."

The pressure associated with being the ace of any staff could be too much to handle for some players, but Deasey looks upon his role with genuine confidence. "I feel no pressure at all," he said. "There are eight super players behind me to back me up so I just pitch my game. Once you establish a tempo, the players know what you're doing with it, but they don't know what you're expecting."

The importance of playing at last year's level is clear if the Irish are to garner an NCAA tournament but as they nearly did last spring. Although many people were seriously disappointed with the NCAA's decision to exclude Notre Dame from last year's tournament.

Deasey feels that they were justified in their verdict. "I don't think we were dealt unfairly by the NCAA."

"Another question for the players this fall," adds Deasey, "is whether the Irish are to garner an NCAA tournament but as they nearly did last spring. Although many people were seriously disappointed with the NCAA's decision to exclude Notre Dame from last year's tournament. The importance of playing at last year's level is clear if the Irish are to garner an NCAA tournament but as they nearly did last spring. Although many people were seriously disappointed with the NCAA's decision to exclude Notre Dame from last year's tournament. Deasey feels that they were justified in their verdict. "I don't think we were dealt unfairly by the NCAA."

After all, Notre Dame hasn't had a real good baseball history the past few years. However, I do think that our record was good enough and that we could really compete with some of the teams in the tournament."

To erase any doubts concerning last year's team, the Irish are to out to prove that baseball is in fact a rejuvenated look on Jake Kline Field. With the attitude exhibited by players like Mike Deasey and the rebuilt enthusiasm about Notre Dame baseball as a whole, it wouldn't be surprising if the NCAA took a closer look in the future.
The race, organized and originated by Notre Dame coach Joe Piane, will feature runners away from Santa Clara, California. Coach Piane believes the Irish runners have a good chance of winning the meet. "I feel we are in a position to win. We've worked hard, and the team has been pointing for our opener," he said.

A first place finish is no small order for the Irish. Among the schools entered are such Massachusetts, Holy Cross, and St. John's. "It should be a very competitive meet," Piane says. "One of the top runners at the meet is Peter Stoshell of Marquette. He's also confident that he can win the race." Aragon is the senior captain of the 1980 Notre Dame cross country squad.

Each team will consist of seven members for the race. The Irish roster in addition to Aragon will include seniors John Filosa and John Rely, junior Tony Hatherly, sophomore Carl Bloeschl, and freshmen Andy Dillon and Tim Novak.

Coach Piane, in his sixth year, is pleased with the response to the meet. "I hope we'll see our best and hope for the best. We were really happy with the number of participants, and the quality of teams that responded. In the future we will be looking for more teams, and for some of the really big cross country teams like Villanova and Georgetown.

Other coaches seemed as pleased, and were likewise impressed with the field.

"It's really hard for this meet and we would really appreciate all the support we can get," Aragon puts it.

"Everyone on the team has different contributions," says Piane. "Unfortunately only two will be able to run Friday."}

With the cross country team opening its season today with the National Catholic Invitational Meet, senior co-captain Chuck Aragon is optimistic that the team will do quite well.

"We expect to win this meet. The whole team has been working hard and we look real good," says Aragon. "We're counting heavily on four freshmen this year, but I feel confident that they'll come through for us."

"I am optimistic that we have a key for this meet," says John Filosa, an economics major from Illinois, is the other Irish captain. He, too, stresses team unity.

"Unity is definitely a key for this team. As far as individual talent goes, we may not be as strong as in other years, but together we're at least as strong. Coach Piane had a good year recruiting and that helps us considerably. Having a lot of younger guys around helps the older guys motivate," Filosa thinks the team has a lot of potential this year. Stating, "From what I've seen, I think we'll do better than we've done in recent years. Going to the NCAA finals would not be unlikely."

"We want to make it to the National Cross Country Invitationalals, which is something that we haven't done since I've been here," agrees Aragon. "Everyone on the team has different capabilities, but if we can get everyone to run to their optimum at least once this year, then we'll have a great chance of making the Nationals."

Both Filosa and Aragon encourage students to support their team. As Aragon puts it, "We've been running really hard for this meet and we would appreciate all the support we can get."

"If a team could get to the nationals just by having the right attitude, then the Irish would be there. Since this is a long distance distance meet, they tend to be introspective individuals. This may say philosophical or trite but in most cases, it's true."

Andy is a business major," says Piane. "Obviously these five guys are money having the right attitude, they're not the case, it's going to take a lot of enthusiasm would make us appreciate all the support we can get."

"If a team could get to the nationals just by having the right attitude, then the Irish would be there. Since this is a long distance distance meet, they tend to be introspective individuals. This may say philosophical or trite but in most cases, it's true."

"We want to make it to the National Cross Country Invitationalals, which is something that we haven't done since I've been here," agrees Aragon. "Everyone on the team has different capabilities, but if we can get everyone to run to their optimum at least once this year, then we'll have a great chance of making the Nationals."

Both Filosa and Aragon encourage students to support their team. As Aragon says, "We've been running really hard for this meet and we would appreciate all the support we can get."

"If a team could get to the nationals just by having the right attitude, then the Irish would be there. Since this is a long distance distance meet, they tend to be introspective individuals. This may say philosophical or trite but in most cases, it's true."

"We want to make it to the National Cross Country Invitationalals, which is something that we haven't done since I've been here," agrees Aragon. "Everyone on the team has different capabilities, but if we can get everyone to run to their optimum at least once this year, then we'll have a great chance of making the Nationals."

Both Filosa and Aragon encourage students to support their team. As Aragon puts it, "We've been running really hard for this meet and we would appreciate all the support we can get."

"If a team could get to the nationals just by having the right attitude, then the Irish would be there. Since this is a long distance distance meet, they tend to be introspective individuals. This may say philosophical or trite but in most cases, it's true."

"We want to make it to the National Cross Country Invitationalals, which is something that we haven't done since I've been here," agrees Aragon. "Everyone on the team has different capabilities, but if we can get everyone to run to their optimum at least once this year, then we'll have a great chance of making the Nationals."
**Notice**

Career opportunities for Business/Marketing senior of grade 8-12, in promotion or ad agency area.

**WANTED**

EXCELLENT 4-10 pm 1st Eval. Report date for novice fencers will begin Monday, September 26 at 7 p.m. in the fencing gym of the ACC. The practice is directed by Dr. Reginald F. O'Loughlin, director of the Women's Fencing Program.

**TICKETS**

COME OUT AND DRINK AT MANAGER'S CLUB SOFTBALL FANFARE. Students Sat. Sept. 25, 7:30, Green Field.

NEED A ROIDE TO WEST LAFAYETTE? FOR SALE THIS WEEKEND CALL JIM 1-334.

TO MY DEAREST DOS,

THANKS, I CAN'T CELEBRATE YOUR B-DAY WITH YOU THIS YEAR, BUT KNOW YOU ARE ON MY MIND. I MISS YOU! LOVING CAB

**SPORTS Briefs**

Ruggers host Boilers

The Notre Dame Rugby Club will host Purdue tomorrow. Game time for the "A" squad is 1 p.m. at Spence Field with the "B" and "C" matches following. The Boilermakers sweep the Irish at West Lafayette last year.

Water polo club meets Purdue

The Notre Dame Water Polo Club will meet the Purdue Boilermakers tomorrow at 10 a.m. in the Rockne Memorial pool.

Novice fencers practice Monday

Practice for novice fencers will begin Monday, September 26 at 7 p.m. in Interhall Gymnasium. The practice is open to all interested and those wishing to attend should enter through Gate 4.

Irish Invitations begins tomorrow

The Notre Dame's women's tennis team will host the Irish Invitations this weekend with opening time on Courtesy Court at 9 a.m. tomorrow. Division I teams such as W-V's, Michigan, Georgia and Northwestern will join the Irish and Saint Mary's College in the two-day tournament.

Softball club needs players

In a last-minute decision made yesterday afternoon, WSND has announced that it will broadcast Sunday afternoon's soccer showdown from Bloomington, Ind., between Notre Dame and Hoosier University.

Sunday's game will be carried live back to campus by WSND, AM-64 beginning at 3 p.m. Michael Germain will be doing the play-by-play with Bill Dempsey supplying the color commentary.

WSND to broadcast soccer game

The Notre Dame Women's Soccer Club still needs players. Any ND women who would like to join the club and participate in our spring season, please contact Karen Allig at 1-363. Any club member who has information forms to one of the officers by Oct. 1. Next practice is Sunday at 1:00 p.m. on Greenfield.
by Mike Monk

Tony Hunter was spire wide to the left. On the snap of the ball he raced towards quarterback Mike Courey, who bobbled the football off to the lanky receiver. Hunter rolled right in search of an open receiver, looking like he had been doing it all his life, and then dropped a 31-yard strike to flanker Pete Holohan.

"I had always dreamed about being a quarterback," relates Hunter, who is always envisioning himself at a big school like Notre Dame playing quarterback in front of a big crowd. Hunter finally realized that dream Saturday against a stubborn Michigan team. TheAll-American winger Robert Maschbach was a factor when Notre Dame scored on the same drive, rallying past the Wolverines at that point, 26-21.

Surely Hunter possesses the physical capabilities for playing the quarterback position. Why didn't he pursue that possibility as a younger man?

"Well, I played quarterback my sophomore year at Moeller (Cincinnati)," he confesses. 

So for a season Hunter, who boasts of his physical capabilities for playing the quarterback position, why didn't he pursue that possibility as a younger man?

"Well, I played quarterback my sophomore year at Moeller (Cincinnati)," he confesses.

Tony Hunter [9], throw a 31-yard pass to Pete Holohan against the Wolverines. [Photo by John Makai]